Acute-on-chronic liver failure: concept, natural history, and prognosis.
A population of patients with previously compensated cirrhosis will develop acute deterioration resulting in multiorgan failure and high short-term mortality. Complications of cirrhosis frequently culminate in admissions to the ICU. This review advances the concept of acute-on-chronic liver failure as a distinct clinical entity. Recently, the American Association for the Study of Liver Disease and the European Association for the Study of the Liver created a research consortium to advance the state of the science of acute-on-chronic liver failure. The goal of this consortium is aimed at improving outcomes, identification of a subset of patients with cirrhosis at high risk for deterioration, and the inciting events that lead to this deterioration. Liver transplant remains the only curative option for advanced cirrhosis; however, the limited number of available organs necessitates innovations in the care of advanced liver disease. Liver replacement therapies have not as yet demonstrated reduction in mortality, but have demonstrated improvements in other measures. Large-scale prospective studies of cirrhosis are required. Acute-on-chronic liver failure may be a distinct clinical entity with a potential for reversibility when identified early and managed with aggressive critical care support.